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Patrolling  Magazine 
Trip Reports, photos, and any items of interest are all welcome.  Please forward to the Editor.  Contact 

details on page 3. 
THE  DEADLINE  FOR  DECEMBER  ISSUE  IS:-  23rd NOVEMBER 2020 

Views and opinions expressed in this magazine are not those of the Nissan Patrol Club of SA, unless specific 
reference is made to the article.  

Front cover is a February 2011 adaptation from Marie Schultz’s 2003 original concept.  

Patrolling the Editor’s Desk 
Hi All,  
A big thankyou to Aileen, Helen and Bill for their fabulous contributions to this magazine. 
Julie Roe has also sent a write up of an excursion to the centre but it will be in the next 
mag. to do justice to the photos .While I’m a little jealous of those who have been able to 
get out I’ve enjoyed reading about these adventures and  there are some good outings 
coming up.  
I’ve just heard  carols have been cancelled and the pageant altered. Year’s end is going 
to be quite different for all of us this year but it has come around rather quickly. Since  
the dismal failure of the winter vegetables the beds are all ready to go for summer and 
the seeds are sprouted and doing well.                                                           Cheers, Anne 

PAXTON COTTAGES – BURRA 
August 10

th
 & 11

th
 1990 

Friday Everyone found their own way to Burra and by 8.30, our group of twenty-

nine adults and one baby had arrived. June Hedley had previously allocated our 

cottages so we all knew where to go and with whom! The old miners cottages had 

been renovated a while back at a cost of 2 million, so they were well done out but 

retaining some of their old world charm. Whilst waiting for arrivals the early birds 

grabbed take-away for tea and gathered in Cottage 1, home of the Hedleys,   

Wenhams and Beythiens. After a few drinks and a chat some retired for the night 

and the late night revellers joined the Lamkins and Smiths in their cottage to   

welcome the midnight hour in (and a few more!) 

Saturday It was a nice lazy start to the day and at 11am,June and Dave collected 

our guide,  Gilda. We formed a convoy of 4WD’s and 2 conventionals and then 

Gilda gave us an  interesting commentary over the C.B., about how Burra came to 

be etc. Our first stop was at the Miner’s Dugouts which are tunnels into the creek 

banks. We all traipsed through them at it was a case of duck your head, because the 

Cornish miners were a bit on the short side. The ‘Elite’ dugouts had a brick facade 

with a door and window! A bit cold and damp for our lot. Next stop was the   

cemetery where many of the miners and families were laid to rest. Gilda explained 

some of the engravings  on the headstones. The miner’s average age was 35 years. 

Back on the road again to our next port of call, The Brewery. Bad luck fellas! Most 

of the old brewery is gone now but the storage shed and the underground tunnels/ 

cellars remain. It was down under for a walk through some of these tunnels and we                   
                                                                                       Continued Page 22 

30 YEARS AGO-1990 
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(Remember to complete your ICE form prior  

to commencing on your Trip.) 
 

All participants must register their name and vehicle registration on the trip sheet, or advise the trip leader of their 
participation.  Registration is required to comply with the Club’s public liability insurance policy.  Visitors are welcome 
to join most trips and social events; simply register your name on the sheet in the trip folder or see the Trips Officer.   
Visitors must also sign the Club “Warning” forms if participating on a trip. 
 

All participants must confirm with the designated Trip Leader by the Confirmation Date that they still wish to attend the 
event or trip.  Failure to do so will indicate to the Trip Leader that you do NOT wish to participate. 
 

If at the last minute you are unable to join a trip for which you have registered, please make every endeavour to 
advise either the trip leader or someone else joining the trip.  This will ensure the group is not held up waiting for a 
non-arrival. 

 

2020       

16th-18th 

October 
 

Deep Creek Wayne Dunn Working bee/Social 
Community  
     service 

23rd October Photographic  
Competition Deadline 

Jeff Schapel Judging at the    
November  general 
meeting 

30th October- 
1st November 

Morgan Dave & Helen  
Richards 

Quarry driving 
Social 

15th                   

November  
Post Covid 19 Lunch 
Balhannah Hotel 

John Day Social  
$32/head 
 

 Strath   

29th 

November 
Family Xmas Picnic 
Challa Gardens  
Primary School 

  Social 

20th  

December 
Breakfast in the Park 
Rymill Park Rose  
Garden 

  Social 

2021    

23rd-26th 
January 

Murbko  
Australia Day  
Weekend 

Brian Cook Social/Camping/ 
Canoeing/Fishing/
Swimming 

2nd-5thApril 
2021 

Otways Dave & Helen  
Richards 

With the  
Otways 4x4club 
4W Driving 
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Magazine Sub-Committee: 
 
Mail Out Anne Fritsch 
Recipes Contributions accepted 

ADDRESSES 
 
CLUB 
 
Nissan Patrol Club of South Australia 
Inc. 
 
PO Box 153 
KILKENNY      SA 5009 
 
MAGAZINE 
 
Anne Fritsch 
Email: editor@nissanpatrolclubsa.org 
 

WEB ADDRESS 
 

www.nissanpatrolclubsa.org 
Email: webmaster@nissanpatrolclubsa.org 

CLUB  MEETINGS  are held at the 
Challa Gardens Primary School, Humphries 
Terrace (off Torrens Road), Kilkenny on the 
first Thursday of every month except 
January.  Meetings commence at 7.30 pm. 
 
 
The Nissan Patrol Club is a member of  
Four Wheel Drive SA Inc (FWDSA), which 
is a member of Four Wheel Drive Australia  
Pty Ltd (formerly the Australian National 
Four Wheel Drive Council Inc (ANFWDC)). 
 
 
UHF Channel 21 is recognised as the 
official Club radio channel. 

Nissan  Patrol  Club  of  South  Australia  Inc.  
Established   1979 

 

President: 

 John Day                          

 

Vice-President: 

      Paul Ware                        

  

Secretary: 

       Helen Richards              

 

Treasurer: 

 Maddie Day   

 

Minute Secretary: 

 Christine Robinson  

 

Membership Officer: 

      Aileen Kitto  

 

Property Officer: 

 Brian Robinson  

 

Trips Officer: 

 Rod Kitto  

 

Magazine Editor: 

 Anne Fritsch  

 

Historian/Archivist: 

 Jeff & Jeanene Schapel  

 

CSU Delegate: 

 David Richards  

FWDSA Delegate: 

 John Kerr  

 

Public Relations Officer: 

      Bill Smith                          

Fund Raiser: 

      Carmen Riddle  

  

Web master: 

      Rod Kitto                           

 

Facebook:  

 Helen Richards                 

 

Auditor:  

 Kevin Osborn  
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The Presidents Points 
 
 
 
Hello Patrollers,     
  
     
I am glad to see that the Club is now returning to 
some sort of normality, with General and Committee 
Meetings having been held in both August and     
September.  It was fantastic to catch up with       
Members again. 
 
 
A few Members did enquire at the last General   
Meeting as to why there was no tea/coffee/nibbles 
after the meeting. Under the COVID-19 restrictions 
we have to limit the transference instances as much 
as we possibly can as a club, i.e. no multiple handling 
of cups, water urn handle, milk, coffee jars, etc. I 
know after all these years it is not easy, but hopefully it will not be for long. 
 
Another casualty of the COVID-19 issue is the Family Christmas Party. The Committee 
had a lengthy discussion on how we could run this event, but in the end we conceded 
that it would just be too difficult under current rules. Santa has been advised so he 
doesn’t turn up unnecessarily. 
 
The AGM is looming all too fast. I believe the Committee nomination forms will be issued 
with the next Club magazine. If anyone does wish to step up onto the Committee, please 
get your forms in prior to the Committee meeting on 16 November 2020. As everyone is 
aware, Anne Fritsch is standing down as Magazine Editor after doing a sterling job, and 
a replacement is being sort to prevent the demise of the Club Magazine. 
 
A gentle reminder to all who hold trophies to return them to Jeffrey Schapel as soon as 
possible to enable any engraving to be undertaken prior to the AGM 
 
I am looking forward to catching up with Members at Deep Creek, Morgan, the          
postponed mid-year dinner and Breakfast in the Park. It is pleasing to see that the     
postponed mid-year dinner is filling up fast. The Balhannah Hotel have been very        
accommodating in offering four main choices and the usual three dessert choices. I have 
to confess that I did get told off by the COVID Marshall at the hotel when I purchased a 
drink and took a sip standing up at the bar. 
 
Happy Travels, as far as you can, and stay safe out there.  
 
Your Club President  
John Day (407) 
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CONQUEST TYREPOWER 
72 GRANGE ROAD 

WELLAND 
PH. 83401404 

CHRIS BAKER 

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING 
SYSTEMS 

 
FROM $349 LESS 10% CLUB 

DISCOUNT $315 

T/LESS TYRE REPAIR KITS 
 

$45 LESS 10% CLUB  
DISCOUNT $40 

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL BRAKE, STEERING AND SUSPENSION  
REPAIRS INCLUDING IRONMAN SPRINGS AND SHOCKERS. 

SPECIAL CLUB PRICES ON ALL KELLY, KUMHO, COOPER  & 
TOYO TYRES 

FREE AFTER SALES SERVICE ON EVERY SET OF 4 TYRES  
PURCHASED (ROTATION AND BALANCE, & CHECK STEERING,  

SUSPENSION & BRAKES EVERY 10000KM FOR THE LIFE OF THE 
TYRES 
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Rawnsley Park Getaway 
 
Monday 24th August  We met at Rawnsley Park Station for a 5 day Flinders Ranges escape! 
It was a beautiful morning with Helen and Dave arriving after an overnight stay in Bowman Park, 
Crystal Brook and Rod and Aileen in Port Augusta.   The drive through Pichi Richi pass was 
beautiful with lush green slopes and yellow wattle bushes lining the road.  
We stopped at Quorn to check out the Pichi Richi railway timetable and bookings.   The train is 
booked out until late September because of Covid 19 restrictions. 
Upon arrival at Rawnsley Park we set up camp and ate a late lunch.   During the afternoon Helen 
and I walked to Kangaroo Gap lookout.   It was overcast but a pleasant walk.   A school group 
had just arrived by bus and were enthusiastically setting up their tents and campsite alongside 
the  Kangaroo Creek.   We returned to camp for a BBQ tea and a relaxing evening. 
 
Tuesday 25th August. Waking to a chilly but clear sunny morning. After breakfast we packed a 
picnic lunch and headed past the stunning coloured rock formations at Rawnsley Bluff to Wilpena 
Pound Information Centre to obtain our parks passes.  Once we had our passes we stopped at 
the Cazneaux Tree (known as the Spirit of Endurance).   This beautiful river red gum was made 
famous by Harold Cazneauz in 1937 when he photographed it with Wilpena Pound in the     
background.   A few kilometres further on we turned off the bitumen onto the rough dirt road to 
Bunyeroo Gorge.   In places there was evidence of recent rains contributing to deep ruts in the 
road.     We stopped at the restored Yanyanna Horse Yards and hut.   The reconstruction of 
these yards was undertaken by Friends of Flinders Ranges National Park and Friends of Great 
Victoria Desert with the assistance of park staff in May 2012.   This hut is now available for hikers       
travelling the Heysen Trail for overnight accommodation.   We then admired the magnificent 
views of Bunyeroo Valley as well as the stunning ranges from the Razorback Lookout.   We     
meandered down through Bunyeroo Gorge to Cambrian Camp Ground for our picnic lunch where 
there are excellent amenities.   After lunch we drove to Aroona Homestead where we enjoyed 
spectacular views of the Heysen Ranges, the old Aroona homestead ruins and spring (no longer 
in use).   From here we headed back through Brachina Gorge for a drive along the rocky river 
bed with overhanging coloured rock cliffs.   Along this section we were very fortunate to spot a     
Yellow-Footed Rock Wallaby in its natural habitat.   An afternoon tea break off the main track to 
look at the Bonney sandstone cliffs was stunning.   We then headed out of Brachina Gorge down 
the main road until we reached Moralana Scenic Drive where we again turned left back towards 
Rawnsley Park.   This is one of the most spectacular drives in the Flinders Ranges, flanked by 
Wilpena Pound and the Elder Range.   A photographers dream!   As an end to a perfect day we 
watched the sun set on Rawnsley Bluff. 
 
Wednesday 26th August. We again awoke to a cold but sunny morning and after a leisurely     
breakfast we packed another picnic lunch and drove out of the park heading to Blinman.   This 
morning we saw spectacular views of the ranges from Hucks Lookout.   We continued on to 
Stokes Lookout for more breathtaking views that gave us 360 degree view of the Chase and  
Druid Ranges east over the bunkers and west to Wilpena Pound.   Sitting here is the relief      
created by Colin and Tricia Goodrich enabling tourists to enjoy and piece together the area.   We 
then turned off into Appealina Ruins.   We found this area fascinating as it showed the hardships 
that John Wills endured raising his cattle and goats.   The family home ruins and a well preserved 
stone walled garden give you an insight into the difficult conditions that were endured by these 
early pioneers.    Further along the dry red gum lined creek bed were remains of stone miners 
cottages (copper mine).   Unfortunately there were also many deceased kangaroos amongst the 
ruins that we later found out were perishing due to lack of water and drought conditions.   We 
found this scene quite distressing.  Away from the ruins, under a shady tree, we had our picnic 
lunch.   Our next stop was the Great Wall of China also known as Mt Emily.   This is the highest 
peak in the range at 707 metres above sea level and is created by a horizontal bed of limestone.   
From here we continued onto Blinman where we stopped at the Miners Crib Cafe Bakery for   
afternoon tea.   Following our delicious scones, quondong jam, cream and orange and poppy 
seed muffins we were given a key to inspect the heritage cottage alongside the cafe.   This was 
an amazing step back in time with photos and memorabillia of the Blinman family.   A scenic 
drive through Glass and Parachilna Gorges then followed but these were both very dry and   
lacking flora and fauna.   However there were a number of campers in the dry river beds in 
Parachina Gorge.   On our     return trip to camp we stopped at the Adnyamathanha Art Site 
where we saw Ocre and Ash   paintings on the rock faces, engravings thought to have been 
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made 10's of thousand years ago.   Tonight we made use of the camp kitchen in front of a lovely 
fire. 
 
Thursday 27th August 
We had an easy start this morning and after breakfast/morning tea of raisin toast Helen and I 
went for a walk to the office to pick up some Bartagunyah port, and water.   We then took a walk 
up towards Alison's Saddle but we became a little disorientated by following a sheep track and      
finished up climbing through a fence.   We then walked the Kangaroo Gap river bed again to take 
photos in the sunny conditions.    After lunch we drove to Pugilist Lookout to admire the view of 
Rawnsley Bluff and the Chase Range.   While driving along Moralana Scenic Drive we were very 
fortunate to spot some emus that ran in front and alongside of us down the road.      We drove 
into Hawker to fuel  up the cars and also buy a coffee and cake from Flinders Food Co.   We   
returned to camp and again made use of the camp kitchen to cook roast chicken roll and        
vegetables.   Tonight we witnessed a beautiful salmon pink coloured sunset over Rawnsley Bluff. 
 
Friday 28th August 
This morning following breakfast Helen and I packed our water and decided to walk the Clem's 
Corner Lookout Track.   We headed off through Kangaroo Gap before veering onto this 4.8 km 
track.   It was a steep climb to start with but with plenty of stops and drinks we ascended to a 
more level path along the side of the Ulowdna Range.   What wonderful views of the Elder and 
Arkaba Ranges we experienced through the native pine trees.   After we reached Clem's Corner 
(named after Clem Smith the owner of Rawnsley Park station from 1953 to 1985) we realized the 
sole of Helen's shoe had come adrift.   With difficulty Helen trekked the last 2 km along the creek 
bed back to camp.   After a late lunch we took a leisurely drive around the property before    
heading to the Woolshed for tea.   We stood on the deck of the Woolshed to watch the beautiful 
sunset on the Chase Range.   A delightful meal was enjoyed to end another great day. 
 
Saturday 29th August 
This morning we packed up camp and left Rawnsley Park at 9am.   We headed to Hawker where 
we met Linley, James, Corinne and John from the Whyalla and Toyota Clubs.   We enjoyed     
coffee, cake and lots of chatter with them at the Flinders Food Co.   Following this great catch up 
we continued onto Quorn.   There were many people around town so we headed to the Pichi 
Richi train station and were told the Afghan train from Port Augusta was due in within half an 
hour.   We listened to live music and ate a Lions sausage sizzle on the platform as we awaited 
the train's arrival.  This was an exciting bonus for the day.   We continued onto Wirrabara to   
photograph the impressive silo art created by SMUG (aka Sam Bates) which took him 20 days to 
complete, a beautiful red capped robin and a farmer.   From here we continued onto Wirrabara 
Forest Reserve for the night.   We enjoyed a lovely walk along the creek and happy hour with 
other campers, Chris and Kathy, members of the Mitsubishi Club!   My goodness Adelaide is 
small. 
 
Sunday 30th August 
Following breakfast and 
pack up we had a coffee 
with Chris and Kathy and 
then headed for home.   
This was a wonderful few 
days away appreciating the 
beauty of South Australia. 
 
Helen Richards NPC 364 
Aileen Kitto NPC 388 
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View NPCSA on  

 
 
 
 
 

Keep up to date with 
 
 Photos from club trips 
 Details of upcoming meetings 
 Videos of our 4WDs in action 
 Guest speakers at club meetings 
 Details of upcoming trips 

 
Give us a big thumbs up at www.facebook.com/

NissanPatrolClubSA 

My Rig  
 

 Make Nissan Navara Single Cab Tray Back 
 Model 2002 D22 DX 3.0 L DI 
 Purchased Dec 2011 
 
 Mods when Purchased  
 Bull Bar 
 Dual Battery system 
 Side Steps 
 Bucket Seats 
 Poly Air Bag rear suspension  
 
 Mods since owned  
 Dobinsons 2ins Lift fitted by Tyrepower  
 Uni Chip Fitted by HPD 
 
 Mods I have done 
 Fitted 80 Chanel CB Radio  
 Snorkel  
 Winch   
 Intercooler, 
 Tool boxes rear under tray, 
 Turbo Timer and Boost Gauge, 
 1000 Watt Inverter mounted in the back 
 170 Watt Solar Panel mounted on the roof  
 3 ins Exhaust system and  
 Exhaust Gas Temperature Gauge  
 
 Bill Smith NPC  419  
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 Bill’s Rig 
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Rawnsley 
Park  

Getaway 
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West Coast Escape 
 
On a damp Friday morning, 26

th
 June we left home at 7am and met Julie and David on 

Brighton Road before heading north via the fantastic new Northern Connector.   Wow 
what a difference this new road has made to those of us living on the southern side of 
the city.   Following a quick stop at Port Wakefield for coffee and then at Port Augusta for 
fuel we headed to Point Lowly for lunch.   Here we watched the birds basking on the 
rocks in the sun while others splashed and frolicked in the sea as the dolphins swam  
majestically past.   We then drove along Cuttlefish Drive from Point Lowly to Stony Point 
and then on toward Whyalla admiring the rocky foreshore where the cuttlefish            
congregate on mass to breed at this time of the year.   A snorkelling tour was just    fin-
ishing as we arrived at Stony Point. 
 
We then continued down the Lincoln Highway to Cowell, all the way fondly remembering 
our “Weekend in Whyalla” experience when we tackled the drive along the Darke Peake 
Range!   Oh what memories that ridge top drive brings back.   After a drive around    
Cowell and a look at the Silo Art we continued along Beach Road to inspect the $10 per 
night camping spots at Port Gibbon.   We bought our permits and enjoyed a lovely fire 
overlooking the beach.   Julie and I took a sunset walk along the beach while tea cooked. 
We woke to a beautiful sunny morning to celebrate Julie’s birthday.   We enjoyed a walk 
along the white sandy beach and watched dolphins circling and fishing for breakfast in 
the bay.   We drove on to Arno Bay, Port Neill and then to Tumby Bay where we had a 
picnic lunch on the foreshore.   The approach to Port Lincoln was beautiful with the sun 
shining over the blue waters of Boston Bay on our left and the undulating green slopes 
on our right.   After fuelling we continued onto Coffin Bay where we booked into the 
Yangie Camp Ground in the Coffin Bay National Park.   Julie and I enjoyed a walk while 
waiting for the roast dinner to cook which we ate around the campfire.  
 
Next morning we aired down the tyres, packed our lunch and headed out along the 4WD 
Coffin Track.   We stopped for a look at the picturesque Black Springs Campground    
situated alongside a white beach bay before continuing along the track with just a few 
mud puddles and sandy patches.   We stopped along seven mile beach to view the 
whale the ranger told us about the previous day.   This huge whale had unfortunately 
beached itself and was rather smelly as it lay there decomposing.   Its jaw had been    
removed and sent to Adelaide for research.   We enjoyed BBQ sausages sitting on the 
beach at Morgan’s Landing for our lunch before continuing onto Point Sir Isaac where 
David wanted to throw in a fishing line.   Unfortunately Rodney fell on the slippery rocks 
and made quite a split in his head so this was the end of the fishing!   On the return drive 
we spotted emus and kangaroos as well as the last golden rays glistening on the sand 
hills.   We enjoyed another great fire this evening. 
 
Another glorious day dawned and after packing up we took a drive to Golden Island  
lookout at the southern end of the park.   The views across Avoid Bay were spectacular 
with the sun shining on the breaking waves along the shore.   We left Coffin Bay and 
headed up the Flinders Highway stopping at Greenly Beach and Mt Greenly (a stunning 
lump of granite rising above the green farm lands below).   We skirted Lake Greenly a 22 
square km salt lake before stopping at Point Drummond for a look at the rugged      
coastline.   We continued onto Elliston for lunch and also a visit to the hospital just to 
check Rodney’s wound.   The wound was redressed and he was also given a tetanus 
injection.   We did not leave Elliston until 3:20pm to head to Streaky Bay so we had to 
skip Talia Caves.   When we arrived at Speeds Point our planned camping spot on the 
rugged cliffs 20 plus km from Streaky others were there so we went to Tractor Beach 
camp ground.    Fortunately there were two spots left here so we gratefully took these 
and set up for the night in the dark.   We enjoyed a few hours by the fire before retiring. 

PTO. 
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Another beautiful morning dawned and we headed back into Streaky Bay for fuel before 
continuing onto Ceduna then Penong where we stopped to inspect the windmill museum 
and have lunch.   With the WA border closed due to Covid restrictions there was minimal 
traffic on the road, a few trucks and transports!   We arrived in Fowlers Bay mid           
afternoon where we set up in the caravan park.   Following afternoon tea we took a drive 
to try our luck to catch our tea but alas none were to be caught.   We settled for dinosaur 
chops and vegetables before joining others in the park around the communal campfire. 
Another great day dawned with a beautiful sunrise.   We packed a picnic lunch and set 
off to explore the sand hills and rugged coastline for the day.   We drove to Scott’s Beach 
where David threw in his line and Julie and I took a walk along the rather windy beach.   
David had a couple of bites but nothing to show for his efforts so we continued onto  
Mexican Hat where we spotted a sea lion frolicking in the waves (no wonder David could 
not catch any fish)!   We returned to Scott’s Beach and let down the tyres and drove 
along the beach and then headed into the beautiful white sand hills.   The wind was 
strong so it made spotting and following the tracks difficult to see.   We ate lunch on a 
headland sheltered by the car overlooking Fowlers Bay before heading back to camp.   
Since we could not catch our own we bought fish and chips tonight before taking a walk 
out the jetty. 
 
The wind had gone when we woke this morning so we enjoyed breakfast in the sun at 
the foreshore tables and chairs.   We packed up and set off on our return trip to Adelaide 
stopping in Ceduna for fuel and an early lunch.   It was a beautiful day for travelling with 
the sun shining but I was thinking the green crops would appreciate a little rain.   We 
continued to Minnipa and then a further 20km out of town to Pildappa Rock to camp    
tonight.   We climbed the rock and also took a walk around it before sitting around a  
lovely camp fire for the evening. 
 
Next morning awoke to a drizzle, enough to make it a little muddy to pack up.   We left 
Pildappa Rock and headed out the road towards the Gawler Ranges.   The drizzle 
cleared and we enjoyed a pleasant drive through undulating farming and scrub land.   
The dirt road was in good condition and it was very pleasant driving through the ranges 
shrouded in 10 degree mist and cloud.   Once through the National Park the road        
became dryer and dustier.   We stopped to pick up wood along the track and also to look 
at Mt Ive station camping accommodation and the hand made sub at the front entrance.   
At Siam Station there was an old telephone box on the side of the road.   This had a safe 
connected to the back collecting donations for RFDS.   We continued on through several 
stations to Iron Knob, a town now relegated to a ghost town with the closure of mining.   
It was then on to Fitzgerald Bay for our camp tonight.   It was very windy when we arrived 
but the forecast was for the winds to ease so we set up camp alongside the beach.    
Julie and I went for a walk along the Freycinet Trail looking at the shingle ridge formed 
over 7000 years ago.   The wind dropped as forecast and we enjoyed another great 
camp fire. 
 
This morning it was cloudy and the tide was a lot further out than last night.   We enjoyed 
breakfast looking out over the gulf towards the Flinders Ranges before packing up and 
heading for home. 
 
What a wonderful nine days we experienced exploring the west coast of South Australia, 
thank you Julie and David Roe. 
 
Aileen Kitto NPC 388 
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2020 Annual Photo Competition  

November Club meeting 

 

Closing date: - Thursday 19th October  

 

4 Categories to enter:-  

  People,  Nature,  Sunset / Sunrise & Vehicles 

Also, the “Guess Where“ category :- Send in a photo of an  

identifiable landmark, town or natural feature taken on a club trip 

 

Send the photos to Jeff:- schapelj@adam.com.au,  

Attach a category label. 

 

Prizes given for all winners. 

South Eastern Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo 
NPCSA’s Animal Adoption 
 

According to the July 10th news on the Zoos SA website the South Eastern Red-
tailed Black-Cockatoo has an estimated population of less than 1,400 individuals. They 
are picky eaters and feed only on native Stringybark and Buloke trees, which have been 
extensively cleared. Recently, 32 hectares of vital habitat has been successfully planted 
and the restored food sources will be a help to the population. 

The Zoo has been working with local South Australian landholders to protect and 
revegetate vital feeding and nesting habitat. The working partnership which                 
includes Birdlife Australia, Trees For Life and Monarto Safari Park’s Aboriginal Learning  
on Country (ALoC) team guided by the South Eastern Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo       
Recovery Team planted nearly 10,000 trees. 

South-eastern Red-tailed Black Cockatoos are a beautiful native species with 
glossy black feathers and striking red tails. Females also have incredible yellow spots on 
their heads and necks. 

I hope our contribution is supporting this work 

mailto:schapelj@adam.com.au
https://birdlife.org.au/
https://treesforlife.org.au/
https://www.zoossa.com.au/conservation-programs/aloc/
https://www.zoossa.com.au/conservation-programs/aloc/
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NPC Christmas Breakfast in the Park 
 

20th December 2020 
 

The final event for the year is the social gathering 
at Rymill Park Rose Garden 

on the Sunday preceding Christmas. 
 

Come along around 9am or when ready, to set up 
with your BYO festive breakfast goodies (BBQ/
Bacon & Egg/or more Gourmet - Croissants or 
Quiche etc) and spend the morning catching up 

and sharing stories of the year.  
 

Remember NO SHARING of FOOD 

 
Please return 2019 awards so 
they can be presented at the  

December AGM  
 

Committee Nomination  and 
Membership forms are  

enclosed 
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NISSAN CLUB  
AUSTRALIA  DAY LONG WEEKEND  

23rd to 26th JANUARY 
 

We will be as normal camped on the  
MURBKO LAGOON 

within the  
CORDOLA CAMPING & RECREATION 

AREA   
(as it is now known.) 

  
In order to secure our normal site and 
comply with the COVID 19 regulations the 
names of those who wish to attend must 
be forwarded by 23rd October 
 
On entry each vehicle will need to  
complete the form and pay their $15 per 
day at the gate, just as in previous years. 
  
In reference to our site on the lagoon, we 
will find it as it has always been. We will 
need to supply our own club toilet . 
  
PLEASE MAKE SURE TO PUT YOUR DETAILS ON THE TRIP SHEET AT 
OCTOBER MEETING OR LET BRIAN COOK KNOW 
THAT YOU WISH TO ATTEND. 
 
The camp site locations identified along the river bank have portable toilets relating to 
those sites. They need to be booked and paid for in order to secure them. 
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Facebook Likes 

 

2023 

 

www.batterydiscounters.com.au 

CHEAPEST BATTERIES TO SUIT 
ALL CARS & 4WDs IN ADELAIDE 

Peter & Rick's Auto Workshop 

14 Provident Avenue 
Glynde SA 5070 
Ph: 08 8365 5100 

 

Support the businesses that support the Club 
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CLUB MERCHANDISE AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE 

 
Nissan Patrol Club sticker: Large circle $2.20. 
Nissan Patrol Club cloth badges: $6.00 
Nissan Patrol Club Key Rings: $5.00 
Water Bottles: Light stainless steel, $8.00 each or 2 for $15.00.  
Contact Aileen Kitto 
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 were told that once they linked the brewery with the pubs. Lunch stop was back at the 

cottages in our well equipped kitchens, then back in our vehicles to the Historic Police   

Lockup and Stables. Next on the list was the Old Gaol which was a very interesting place to 

wander around. Gilda told us that in later years it was used as a Girl’s Reformatory. (Poor 

things) We then drove to one of the mines and back to our cottages. It was time to say 

goodbye to Gilda and thank her for being an excellent guide.  

As it was only 3pm and too early for Happy Hour, quite a few of us went for a walk to 

Market Square to check out Burra’s shops, especially the antique shop. We thought we’d lost 

Stan and Hazel there, as an hour later, they hadn’t returned. Unbeknown to us, they’d   

discovered another antique store and Hazel decided she needed an “iron” to press the glad 

rags for the night’s dinner party. 

Finally, time for happy hour, so into Cottage 1 for pre-dinner drinks and nibbles. Every so 

often people would disappear and then return transformed from their usual Nissan Club 

garb into their good clobber. After all of us had been through this phase we headed across 

the road to the newly renovated Kooringal Hotel where we were booked in for a three 

course meal. Our reputation must have preceded us because we had a room on our own. As 

usual our behaviour was impeccable and the waiter and waitresses enjoyed serving us! The 

meal was delicious and then it was time for a celebration. Out came a cake complete with 

sparklers and we all joined in to sing Happy Birthday to Dave and Bill. We each had a piece 

of cake with our coffee and then it was time to leave the hotel and head back to Cottage 2 

where our party went on until the wee small hours 

Sunday Sadly we packed our gear and vacated the cottages. June led us through all the back 

roads of the area and the scenery was superb. One vehicle slipped off the road and had to be 

snatched out. Guess who! Red Hilux. Morning tea was at a winery where we sampled the 

wines and some of us bought a bottle or two. Lunch was at a lookout in Spring Gully     

Conservation Park and out came a few barbeques to tease the people who had cold lunches 

– Cruel!  

Next stop was Martindale Hall where we managed to spend an our or so viewing the    

beautiful rooms full of antiques. What a place to live in> They have overnight accommodation 

but at $150 a head, it could be a bit beyond most of us. The time had come to say goodbye 

so we all separated and found our own way home. 

 

June, it was a fantastic weekend and something completely different from a usual club trip. 

You had everything organised so well and even included wood for our fireplaces and   

Champers for happy hour. I’m sure we all appreciate the work and time you spent         

organising this trip and we all thankyou for that. Thanks also to driver, Dave!! 

 

P.S. Thanks Phyllis, John and Peter for being such good cottage mates! 

 

Renee Garrett NPC 182 
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